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Abstract
INTRODUCTION: Recent advances in ubiquitous computing technologies have enabled anywhere, anytime
personalized services to the museum ubiquitous visitors without any explicit requests. The system utilizes
visitor, device, network, and other application related context information to provide required services to the
museum ubiquitous visitors.
OBJECTIVES: In this work, we propose the formation of Essential Context-derived Reasons (ECR) from the
context information of the museum ubiquitous visitors, which enables to provide required exhibit information
museum services to the visitors.
METHODS: Context information of museum ubiquitous visitors is acquired and processed with multiple
combinations to formulate into Composite Context which further leads to ECR. ECR provides an accurate
understanding of museum ubiquitous visitor’s requirements to provide the required services. We conducted
simulation with relevant context information parameters and their percentage accuracy of acquisition and
evaluates the accuracy of ECR.
RESULTS: Over 200 experiments, we found that for 90% context information available with high accuracy,
the accuracy of CC ranges from 0.69 to 0.89, and the accuracy of ECR ranges from 0.77 to 0.95. This
indicates that the effect of some of the inaccurately available context information of the museum ubiquitous
visitors is proportionally mitigated by the other accurately available context information with their multiple
combinations.
CONCLUSION: The simulation results show that the accuracy of ECR increases with the increase in reference
structures of multiple combinations of accurately available context information of the museum ubiquitous
visitors, which further enables to provide required exhibit information museum services to the visitors.
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1. Introduction
The paradigm of providing museum services has
especially changed from the perspectives of the
ubiquitous visitors [1–7]. Museum ubiquitous visitors
are the visitors who need museum services anywhere,
anytime through any possible devices without explicit
requests or interventions. For museum ubiquitous
visitors, the traditional approach of requesting and
∗ Corresponding author. Email: pallapa@iisc.ac.in

receiving services through human guides have shifted
to pro-actively filtering and providing required services
through a technologically enriched environment. For
providing such unobtrusive and adaptive services, it is
essential to acquire context information of the museum
ubiquitous visitors and to recognize the services
that they required in the museum [8–11]. Context
information is any information such as location, time,
available devices, networks, professional qualifications,
etc., which provides intelligence to the system to
anticipate museum ubiquitous visitor’s requirements
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to provide the required services [9, 12–16]. The
system utilizes context information to support museum
ubiquitous visitors with their required services (e.g.,
exhibit information of interests, locations of next
exhibits and few other facilities), thus to enhance the
overall visiting experience [12, 14, 17, 18]. Even though,
there exist multiple approaches in the literature, the
new approach for processing the context information is
still needed as providing exhibit information museum
services to the ubiquitous visitors is a compelling
future to enhance their museum visiting experience.
The proposed approach exploits the combinations
interdependencies, which proportionally mitigates the
effect of lower percentage of inaccurately available
context information with other accurately available
context information with their multiple combinations.
The multiple combinations of context information
provides an accurate understanding of the ubiquitous
visitor’s requirements to provide the required exhibit
information museum services and to improve their
visiting experience.

1.1. Proposed Idea
This work presents the Essential Context-derived Reasons
(ECR) formation from the context information of the
museum ubiquitous visitors. The context information
of the museum ubiquitous visitors is acquired from the
three categories, namely: Physical Environment Context
Information, Visitor Activity Context Information, and
Network Context Information, using the procedure of CIConstructs. Further, context information is processed
in two’s, three’s, and in higher combinations to
formulate Composite Context (CC), which leads to
Essential Context-derived Reasons (ECR). ECR of the
ubiquitous visitors specifies that a particular exhibit
information museum service is required and used to
provide required services to the ubiquitous visitors.
We present the case study with a variety of context
information to provide different types of exhibit
information museum services to the ubiquitous visitors.
The simulation is conducted with relevant context
information parameters and their percentage accuracy
of acquisition, to evaluate the accuracy of ECR. Over
200 experiments, we found that for 90% context
information available with high accuracy, the accuracy
of CC ranges from 0.69 to 0.89, and the accuracy of
ECR ranges from 0.77 to 0.95. The simulation results
show that accuracy of ECR increases with the increase
in reference structures of multiple combinations of
accurately available context information of the museum
ubiquitous visitors, which further enables to provide
required exhibit information museum services to the
visitors.

1.2. Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses some of the related work. Section 3 defines the
three types of context information of museum visitors.
Section 4 explains the procedure of the acquisition of
context information. Section 5 explains the formation
of Composite Context (CC) of museum ubiquitous
visitors. Section 6 describes the formation of Essential
Context-derived Reasons (ECR) of museum ubiquitous
visitors. Section 7 discusses the case study of the
proposed scheme. Section 8 presents the simulation
results, followed by the conclusion and future work in
Section 9.

2. Related Work
The acquisition and processing of context information
of museum ubiquitous visitors are explored from
several perspectives in the literature [15, 19–25].
A systematic literature review of various types
of context information and different context-aware
architectures are discussed in [24, 26]. However,
because of the complexity of a large number of available
context information and their deduction methods,
often application-specific context information is taken
into consideration [27–29]. The potential of context
information for providing museum services to the
ubiquitous visitors is discussed in [17, 30–33].
Pallapa et al. [1, 17] have proposed the technique
of Context Information Constructs (CI-Constructs) for
the acquisition of context information. Different CIConstructs [8] are defined as a multiway data structure
to support the collection of a variety of context
information from different sources. The acquired
context information further formulated as observations
and beliefs. Further, the formulated beliefs are utilized
to provide the required museum services to the
ubiquitous visitors.
The iMuseum system [33] acquires information about
the visitor and surroundings, to recognize the visitor’s
purpose to support services in the museum. The
system considers the context information such as visitor
location, profile, surrounding environment, device
capabilities, etc., through sensors, handheld devices,
and applications. iMuseum has proposed ontologybased two sets three layers context model and the
hierarchical model to process the acquired context
information.
Zimmermann [9] has proposed the case-based reasoning to describe context information and to achieve
context awareness of the system. Context information such as location, identity, time, and environment/visitor activity are considered, and described as
cases to provide museum services. In [15], a theoretical framework is defined for the context-based design
of mobile applications for the museum. Four context
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dimensions such as the system, the infrastructure, the
domain and the physical context are described which
affect the interaction between the visitors and the
museum.
iMuseumA [11] has utilized wireless sensor networks, visitor devices, and wireless communication
infrastructure to provide context-based services to the
visitors, guides, and the museum staff. The system has
utilized a set of sensors, devices, that interacts with
the visitor through the mobile application to decide the
required services tailored to the locations and interests
of the visitors. In another work, MyGuide [34] has
utilized visitor’s location, background knowledge, types
of media, and preferred language to design a contextaware exhibit guide for the visitors.
Christopoulou et al. [35] have discussed contextawareness in the museum, and explained how different
types of context information is used to improve the
visitor’s experience. For the indoor environment of the
museum, applicable context parameters such as profiles
of the visitors, visitor’s location, the path followed by
the visitors, device capabilities, etc., are considered. The
authors have explained that effective usage of context
information influences both the selection of relevant
information contents for visitors and the selection of
appropriate interaction methods.
Cultural Heritage Information Presentation (CHIP)
[16] is designed as a web application for providing
personalized tours tailored to the visitor locations
and interests. CHIP has considered location, temporal
preferences, and art interests as visitor context. Both
implicit and explicit mechanisms are used to collect a
visitor context. In [36, 37], situation contexts and visitor
profiles are combined to provide proactive services in a
museum smart assistive environment.
The context-aware framework [38] is presented to
assist museum visitors to enrich tour experience. The
interests and knowledge of the museum visitors are
obtained explicitly (through registration) and used to
adapt the artwork information for children to senior
researchers. The location of the visitor’s device and
the duration of the device at a particular location are
considered as physical contexts. Likewise, interests and
levels of understanding of the visitors are considered
as a virtual context which is determined by analyzing
information accessed by the visitors.
In [39], the usage of context-aware technology is
discussed for the next-generation digital museum
collections. The context-awareness is shown with three
steps: (i) perception, (ii) analysis, and (iii) execution.
The perception step is defined to gather information
about visitors from sensors, devices, visitor modeling,
or directly from visitor inputs. The analysis step is
used to analyze previously collected data to provide
intelligent museum services based upon analyzed
results. The execution step is defined to recognize

appropriate system behavior for the visitor based on the
analysis of situation and environment. These three steps
are considered to be essential to identify visitor needs,
for example, to provide assistance by detecting visitor’s
behavior and movement path.

3. Types of Context Information of Museum
Ubiquitous Visitors
The primitive set of Context Information (CI) according
to the common characteristics of museum ubiquitous
visitors and their surrounding environment is divided
into three categories: Physical Environment Context
Information (PECI), Visitors Activity Context Information
(VACI), and Network Context Information (NCI). More
specifically, the set of CI of museum ubiquitous visitors
is defined asCI = {PECI, VACI, NCI}

(1)

We consider applicable context parameters from
these three categories of context information, which
are essential to provide the required museum services.
With these three categories of context information,
the system acquires and processes the complete set
of information to perceive the museum ubiquitous
visitor’s requirements and to provide intuitive and
unobtrusive museum services. These three categories
of context information of museum ubiquitous visitors
along with their examples and usages are described as
follows.

3.1. Physical Environment Context Information
Physical Environment Context Information specifies
information related to the local surroundings of
museum ubiquitous visitors. It comprises parameters
corresponding to physical, spatial, and temporal
features of the ubiquitous visitor surroundings which
influence museum service requirements in different
scenarios. We define physical environment context
information PECI as a set of j parameters given byP ECI = {peci1 , peci2 , · · · , pecij }

(2)

The examples of physical environment context
information pertaining to the museum ubiquitous
visitors are: peci1 = visitor/device location, peci2 = time,
etc. This also includes other related parameters such
as geographical coordinates (e.g., 12°58’ N, 77°38’ E),
geographical area, logical location (e.g. at the exhibit,
cafeteria), relative distance from a particular exhibit,
time of the day when museum service is used, the time
duration of the museum service, number of times the
museum service is used. Physical environment context
information enables the system to determine the nearby
exhibits, the shortest routes to the exhibits, or the
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duration for which museum services are used by the
ubiquitous visitors. Few examples of these parameters
applicable to our work are: visitor is at exhibit, visitor
is near to exhibit, visitor is spending a longer time, and
visitor has used museum service for less time.

4. Context Information Acquisition of Museum
Ubiquitous Visitors

3.2. Visitor Activity Context Information
Visitor Activity Context Information refers to information
specific to a particular ubiquitous visitor and his/her
museum related activities. We define visitor activity
context information VACI as a set of k parameters given
byV ACI = {vaci1 , vaci2 , · · · , vacik }

exhibit information. Few examples of these parameters
applicable to our work are: visitor has a smart phone,
visitor has a low battery smart phone, visitor has a
laptop, and visitor has 8 Mbps WiFi connectivity.

(3)

The examples of visitor activity context information
are vaci1 = visitor activities, vaci2 = educational
qualifications, etc. For a museum ubiquitous visitors,
visitor activities include related context parameters
such as standing or sitting; educational qualifications
include context parameters such as professionals,
college students, school kids, etc. Visitor activity context
information such as standing at exhibit enables the
system to determine the need of exhibit information
museum service. From professional qualifications, the
system determines the understanding level of museum
ubiquitous visitor to provide exhibit information at
a certain level of detail. Few examples of these
parameters applicable to our work are: visitor is
standing, visitor is sitting, visitor is a professional,
visitor is a school kid.

Context information acquisition refers to the collection
of context information of museum ubiquitous visitors
from varied available sources [39–42]. To efficiently
collect context information, a systematic procedure
is needed that uniformly handles different context
information and provide them as requested. In our
work, we use the procedure of Context Information
Constructs (CI-Constructs) [8] to acquire the three
categories of context information. The procedure of CIConstructs is described in detail as follows.

4.1. Context Information Constructs
Context Information Constructs (CI-Constructs) represent
a multiway data structure, where each construct is
designed to acquire the related pre-defined context
parameters. The construct structure provides the
flexibility to expand, organize, and manage any type
of context information with uniform abstraction.
Individual CI-construct is designed to acquire a
particular category of context information, which
further extends to include related context parameters
as shown below.
• What: collects information related to the museum
ubiquitous visitor activities (e.g., standing, sitting), capabilities of devices and networks such as
device battery power, network bandwidth, etc.
• When: acquires information regarding time,
day, particular time instant, duration of exhibit
information museum services used.
• Where: obtains information about geographical
location or place of a museum ubiquitous visitor,
visitor distance (near or far) from a particular
exhibit.
• Who: acquires information specific to a museum
ubiquitous visitor or a group of museum ubiquitous visitors such as educational qualifications
professionals, college students, and school kids.
• Which: collects information about the type of
devices (e.g., laptop, smartphone) or networks
(e.g., WiFi, Cellular) that are used to avail the
museum
services.information about the way or
• How:
acquires
manner, the format of the museum services such
as MPEG, 3GP, etc., which needs to be provided.

3.3. Network Context Information
Network Context Information provides information
regarding networks, devices, or any other resources
through which ubiquitous visitors avail museum
services. Network context information enables the system
to decide the formats and features of the contents
of museum services that needs to be provided. We
define network context information NCI as a set of l
parameters given byN CI = {nci1 , nci2 , · · · , ncil }

(4)

The examples of network context information are
nci1 = type of devices, nci2 =device capabilities, nci3 =
type of networks, nci4 = network delay, etc. It includes
hardware and software capabilities of devices, and
network characteristics used to avail the museum
services. Network context information, for instance,
device capabilities enable the system to decide the
format of the museum services supported by ubiquitous
visitor devices (e.g., Mpeg for laptop and 3gp for
smartphones). Similarly, the low bandwidth network
connection enables the system to decide summarized
exhibit information instead of a large amount of

These CI-Constructs in their modified form offers
flexibility to acquire different context information.
For the acquisition of context information partly
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filled construct structures are designed. During the
acquisition process depending on the sophisticated
system design, the required fields are filled with sensed,
visitor supplied information, or any other sources of
context information such as embedded devices, system
APIs, databases, and authorized persons.
The acquisition of context information of the
museum ubiquitous visitors, practically not possible to
get accurate as specified [43], hence, we compute CC
with the available context information as an intermediate step before computing the ECR. We process different
combinations of context information as CC and further
as ECR which provides more significant and comprehensively useful information about the requirements
of the ubiquitous visitors [44]. The multiple combinations provide a better understanding of the ubiquitous visitor’s requirements to enable the system to
offer the required museum services. For formulating CC
and ECR, the corresponding reference structures with
varied combinations of context information of museum
ubiquitous visitors are designed in advance. However,
among the several available combinations, some of the
combinations may be considered as invalid which are
insignificant from the perspective of museum ubiquitous visitors. The interdependent reference structures
of multiple combinations according to the acquired
context information of museum ubiquitous visitors are
dynamically used to formulate CC and in succession
ECR.

Input: CI Parameters from the three categories of
context information;
Output: Set of formulated Composite Contexts (CC);
Acquire CI={PECI, VACI, NCI} using CI-Constructs;
/* Let PECI consists of i context information
parameters; */
/* Let VACI consists of j context information
parameters; */
/* Let NCI consists of k context information
parameters; */
/* Let n = i+j+k, be total number of context
parameters acquired from three categories; */
for Available CI do
Obtain total n number of context parameters;
/* Let CCval = total number of valid formulated
CC */;
Initialize CCval =0;
for x = 2 to n do
Generate k combinations of CI such that k =
n∗(n−1)∗···∗(n−r−1)
with r=x;
1∗2∗···∗r
for i = 1 to k do
for j = i to k do
if Matched with the reference structures
of combinations of context information
then
CCval =CCval +1;
Formulate valid CCi = CI(i,j+1) ∪
· · · ∪ CI(i,j=k) with r
combinations of CI;
end
end
end
end
Obtain set of valid CC;
end

5. Formation of Composite Context of Museum
Ubiquitous Visitors
Composite Contexts (CC) are formulated as varied combinations of context information which gives a comprehensive perception to decide museum services for
the ubiquitous visitors. Each combination as CC has its
own meaning and provides more realistic information
about museum ubiquitous visitors. The three categories
of context information are combined in two’s, three’s,
and other higher order combinations to formulate as
CC. These different combinations of context information specifically lead to an exhaustive number of CC.
On matching with the reference structures of different
context information combinations, valid CC are formulated. The matching is obtained by computing cosine
similarity of term vectors of different context information combinations [45]. The procedure to formulate CC
is given in Algorithm 1.
Consider a case, where eight context parameters
are obtained from the three categories of context
information. These context parameters can be further
extended depending upon specific requirements. For
example:
PECI = {Visitor/Device Location, Time Duration of
Service Used};

Algorithm 1: Formation of Composite Contexts

VACI = {Visitor Activity, Educational Qualifications};
NCI = {Type of Device, Device Battery, Type of Network,
Network Capacity};
Using these eight context parameter values two’s
combinations of context information, for example,
8
2 , result into a total of 28 combinations of CC.
However, according to the reference structures of
two’s combinations of context information, 12 valid
CC are obtained. Similarly, three’s combinations of

eight context parameter values 83 , result into a total
of 56 combinations of CC. However, based on the
reference structures of three’s combinations of context
information 24 valid CC are obtained. An example
reference structure of CC from three’s combinations of
context information is depicted in Figure 1.
Similarly, four’s combinations of eight context

parameter value 84 , result into a total of 70
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information of the museum ubiquitous visitors. As a
result, a set of conditional probabilities (CP) of accuracy
for each CCj formation is obtained as given by Equation 5. Each conditional probability p(CCj |CIi ) represents the probability of the accuracy of CCj formation
corresponding to the percentage accuracy of acquisition
of CIi .

Educational
qualifications

CP (CCj ) = {p(CCj |CIi )}

(5)

{i = a, d, ..., p|CIa , CId , ..., CIp → CCj }
Figure 1. CC from Three’s Combination of Context Information
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where, i represent the context information parameters of
museum ubiquitous visitors involved in the formation of
CCj .
Next, we evaluate the accuracy of CCj formation,
which represents the probability of CCj formation
depending on the individual conditional probabilities
of the accuracy p(CCj |CIi ) as determined by Equation 6.

stan

CCj =

Visitor Activity

k
1 X
∗
p(CCj |CIi )
k

(6)

i=1

where, p(CCj |CIi ) ∈ CP (CCj )
Figure 2. CC from Four’s Combination of Context Information

combinations of CC. However, based on the reference
structures of four’s combinations of context information
14 valid CC are obtained. An example reference
structure of CC from four’s combinations of context
information is depicted in Figure 2. Further, five’s
combinations and other higher combinations of context
information result into a total of 247 CC. However,
on matching with reference structures of multiple
combinations a total of 60 valid CC are obtained.
These CC with varied combinations are further used to
formulate ECR.
Next, we process CC by considering the relevant context information parameters and their percentage accuracy of acquisition. The effect of a lower percentage of
inaccurately available context information of museum
ubiquitous visitor is compensated by exploiting combinations interdependencies of other accurately available context information. As discussed earlier, since CC
are formed from varied combinations of context information. Accordingly, based upon the interdependency
of context information and its percentage accuracy of
acquisition, CC is processed as follows.
Based upon the reference structures of context information combinations of museum ubiquitous visitors
(available in advanced from the past observations) conditional probabilities of p(CCj |CIi ) between CCj and
CIi are calculated. This gives the probabilities of the
accuracy of all CCj formation obtained from the various
dependent combinations of accurately available context

The conditional probabilities and consequently the
accuracy of CCj formation will be high with more
number of accurately available interdependent context
information, that is the size of i, which represents the
optimal number of context information parameters.
The effect of some of the inaccurately available
context information of the museum ubiquitous visitors
is proportionally mitigated by the other accurately
available context information with their multiple
combinations. The limitation is, this will be true as long
as number of interdependent inaccurately available
context information of the museum ubiquitous visitors
will be less than the accurately available context
information.

6. Formation of Essential Context-derived Reasons
of Museum Ubiquitous Visitors
Essential Context-derived Reasons (ECR) are deduced
over varied combinations of CC. Each deduced ECR
provides much more vivid and significant information
and enables the system to realize the museum
ubiquitous visitor’s requirements with different aspects.
More specifically, the two’s combinations, three’s
combinations, and other higher combinations of
CC are used to formulate ECR. These exhaustively
formulated ECR provides a different perspective for
the system to become fully aware of the required
services. ECR, therefore, act as underpinning and add
more intelligence to the system to decide required
exhibit information museum services for the ubiquitous
visitors. The procedure to formulate ECR is given in
Algorithm 2.
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Input: Set of formulated CC; Output: Set of valid
Essential Context-derived Reasons (ECR);
for Formulated CC do
Obtain set of valid CC;
/*Let m = total number of valid formulated CC*/;
/*Let ECRval = total number of valid formulated ecr
*/;
Initialize ECRval =1;
for x = 2 to m do
Generate k combinations of CC such that k =
m∗(m−1)∗···∗(m−r−1)
with r=x;
1∗2∗···∗r
for i = 1 to k do
for j = i to k do
if Matched with the reference structures of
combinations of CC then
ECRval =ECRval +1;
Formulate valid ECRi = CC(i,j+1) ∪
· · · ∪ CC(i,j=k) with r combinations of
CC;
end
end
end
end
Obtain set of valid ECR;
end

Professional standing
at exhibit
Professional standing at
exhibit with .smart phone
looking for information
Professional at
exhibit has smart phone

Figure 3. ECR from Two’s Combination of Context Information
Professional
standing at exhibit

Professional has smart phone
with high battery

Professional has smart phone
with high battery and high
bandwidth WiFi connectivity

Algorithm 2: Formation of Essential Context-derived
Reasons
As mentioned in Section 5, suppose at some
instance the system formulates 60 valid CC. The two’s

combinations of these 60 CC result into 60
2 , a total of
1770 ECR. On matching with the reference structures
of two’s combinations, 18 valid ECR are obtained. The
matching is obtained by computing cosine similarity
of term vectors of different combinations of CC [45].
An example reference structure of ECR from two’s
combinations of CC is shown in Figure 3.
Similarly, three’s combinations of 60 CC result into
34220 ECR. However, on matching with the reference
structures of three’s combinations, 16 valid ECR are
obtained. An example reference structure of ECR from
three’s combinations of CC is as shown in Figure 4.
Further, from four’s combinations and other higher
order combinations of CC a total of 40 valid ECR are
obtained. ECR provides an accurate understanding that
a particular museum service is required and further
used to provide the required services to the museum
ubiquitous visitors.
Further, the accuracy of formation of ECR depends on
the interdependent combinations reference structures
of CC and ECR. Based upon the reference structures
of the combinations of CC (available in advanced)
the conditional probabilities of accuracies p(ECRk |CCj )
between ECRk and CCj is evaluated. This gives the
accuracies of all ECRk formation obtained from the
several dependent combinations of CCj . As a result, a
set of conditional probabilities CP(ECRk ) of accuracies

Professional standing
at exhibit has
smart phone with
high battery and high
bandwidth WiFi connectivity
looking for exhibit information

Figure 4. ECR from Three’s Combination of Context Information
for each ECRk formation is obtained as given in
Equation 7. Each of these conditional probabilities
p(ECRj |CCi ) represents the accuracy of ECRk formation
corresponding to the accuracy of CCj formation.
CP (ECRk ) = {p(ECRk |CCj )}

(7)

{j = m, p, ..., x|CCm , CCp , ..., CCx → ECRk }
where, j represent different CC involved in the
formulation of ECRk of the museum ubiquitous visitors;
Next, we evaluate the accuracy of ECRk formation,
which represents the probability of ECRk formation
depending on the individual conditional probabilities
of p(ECRk |CCj ) formation as determined by Equation 8.
ECRk =

n
1 X
∗
p(ECRk |CCj )
n

(8)

j=1

where, p(ECRk |CCj ) ∈ CP(ECRk )
With more number of accurately available interdependent CCj , i.e., the size of j, ECRk significantly affects
the value of ECR of the museum ubiquitous visitors.
Here, j represents the optimal number of accurately
available interdependent CCj to formulate ECRk . However, the limitation is, this will be true as long as the
number of accurately available context information of
the museum ubiquitous visitors and ECRk obtained
from their multiple combinations are in the majority.
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Based on the accuracy of ECRk , the accuracy of ECR
formation is evaluated as given by Equation 9.
r

ECR =

1X
ECRk
r

(9)

k=1

where, r is total number of formulated ECRk of the
museum ubiquitous visitors;

information. The formulated ECR of the museum ubiquitous visitor is mapped to the specific museum service i.e., Swami Vivekananda exhibit information at
an advanced level of details for a smartphone device,
according to which the required exhibit information
available at URLei : SVinfo_l3@pet.iisc.ac.in is provided
to the professional ubiquitous visitor as shown in Figure 6.
Swami Vivekananda (12 January 1863 to 4 July
1902) was born in Calcutta, India. He was a
Hindu Monk and chief disciple of Indian mystic
Ramkrishna. He founded Ramkrishna Mission.
His initial beliefs were shaped by the Brahmo
followers who believed in the deprecation of
idolatry and in a formless God. He was a fervid
reader of several subjects including subjects of
art and literature, social science, history, religion,
and philosophy. Swami Vivekananda attended
parliament of world religion at art Institute of
Chicago in 1893 and gave speech representing
India and Hinduism. He extensively traveled
India (1888-1893), United Kingdom and United
States and has given lectures on Hindu Veda,
Upanishads and Purana. Swami Vivekananda
had published many books like Karmayoga,
Rajayoga, Vedanta philosophy to name few. Swami
Vivekananda Rock Memorial is one of the popular
tourist place in Kanyakumari,India.

7. Case Study
This section discusses two cases to exemplify the
proposed scheme. As shown in Figure 5, the museum
environment comprises of a wide variety of exhibits, an
exhibit information server, multiple WiFi and cellular
network units, and a museum network to provide the
required exhibit information museum services to the
ubiquitous visitors.

Figure 6. Swami Vivekananda Exhibit Information for a
Professional Ubiquitous Visitor

Figure 5. The Layout of Museum Environment
The museum environment is also enriched with an
embedded sensing and computing infrastructure to
acquire context information of the ubiquitous visitors.
We consider the following two cases: (i) Providing
exhibit information to the museum ubiquitous visitors,
and (ii) Providing next exhibits location to the museum
ubiquitous visitors. At each instance, according to
context information of the museum ubiquitous visitors,
ECR is formulated and the required exhibit information
museum services are pro-actively triggered for the
visitors.

7.1. Case 1: Providing Exhibit Information to the
Museum Ubiquitous Visitors
Consider the case when a professional ubiquitous visitor is standing at Swami Vivekananda exhibit, spending
more time, has a smartphone with high battery power,
high WiFi network bandwidth, and looking for exhibit

7.2. Case 2: Providing Next Exhibit Locations to the
Ubiquitous Visitors
Consider the case when a school kid standing at
scientific exhibit had spent sufficient time, has a
smartphone with high battery power, high WiFi
network bandwidth, interested in moon exhibits,
and is looking at other exhibits with the constraint
of limited available time. The formulated ECR of
the museum ubiquitous visitor is mapped to the
specific museum service i.e., location of next exhibit
information at a basic levels of details for a smartphone
device, according to which the location of moon
exhibits information {E10, E11} available at URLei :
Moonpath_l1@pet.iisc.ac.in is provided to the school kid
ubiquitous visitor as shown in Figure 7.

8. Simulation Results
In this section, we present the simulation of the
proposed scheme. In the simulation, we show how
the number of context information parameters and the
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Related Exhibits

Location of Next
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... ...

... ...
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... ...

... ...
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100
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90
80
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50
40
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1

percentage accuracy during the acquisition will affect
the accuracy of ECR formation. For the simulation,
we consider the eight context information parameters
of the museum ubiquitous visitors. At some instance,
these parameters may have any one the possible values
as shown in Table 1. The simulation is executed over
200 experiments using Python scripts. Each experiment
consists of one of the possible values of context
parameters and with the accuracy of acquisition of 30%,
70%, and 90%, respectively. The simulation is executed
to check how the proposed approach function correctly
in the presence of low, moderate and higher accuracy of
context information acquisition.

8

Figure 8. CC and ECR Formation Time for Museum Ubiquitous
Visitors

Accuracy of CC Formation

Figure 7. Locations of Next Exhibits to be Visited by School Kid
Ubiquitous Visitors

2
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4
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Number of Context Information Parameters
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Figure 9. Accuracy of CC Corresponding to the number of
Reference Structures of Context Information Combinations

acquisition of the museum ubiquitous visitors. Accuracy of CC formation is evaluated as the ratio of deviation of formulated CC from the true value of CC to
Table 1. Context Information Parameters with Possible Values
the true value of CC as given by Equation 10, where
the true value of CC is determined corresponding to the
Visitor/Device Location= {at exhibit, near exhibit, away from
available reference structures of CC formation.

exhibit};
Time Duration of Service Used= {less time, longer time};
Visitor Educational Qualifications= {professional, college student, Accuracy of CC Formation = Deviation of f ormulated CC f rom the T rue V alue
T rue V alue of CC
school kid};
(10)
Visitor Activity= {standing, sitting};
Type of Devices = {Laptop, SmartPhone, Tablet};
The variation in the accuracy of CC formation
Device Battery = {Low, High};
with 30%, 70%, and 90% accurately available context
Type of Networks = {WiFi, Cellular};
information of the museum ubiquitous visitors is as
Networks Capacity = {Low BW, High BW};

The simulation results are discussed as follows. We
measure CC and ECR formation time based upon
the number of context information parameters of
the museum ubiquitous visitors, with their multiple
combinations. The increase in the number of context
parameters increases multiple combinations which
accordingly increases CC and ECR formation time.
As shown in Figure 8, eight context information
parameters of the museum ubiquitous visitors with
varied combinations takes approximately 80 ms to
formulate CC and 24 ms to formulate ECR.
Further, we evaluate the accuracy of CC formation
based upon the accuracy of the context information

shown in Figure 9. The accuracy of CC formation
increases with the increase in the number of reference
structures of accurately available context information
combinations. The higher accuracy of CC is observed,
as the proposed approach exploits the combinations
interdependencies, which proportionally mitigates the
effect of a lower percentage of inaccurately available
context information of the museum ubiquitous visitors
with the other accurately available context information
with their multiple combinations. The accuracy of CC is
higher as long as the number of reference structures of
multiple combinations of accurately available context
information will be higher in comparison to others.
Similarly, the variation in the accuracy of ECR
formation from 30%, 70%, and 90% accurately
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available CC is as shown in Figure 10. Accuracy of
ECR formation is evaluated as the ratio of deviation
of deduced ECR from the true value of ECR to
the true value of ECR as given by the following
Equation 11, where the true value of ECR is determined
corresponding to the available reference structures of
ECR formation.
Accuracy of ECR Formation =

Deviation of Deduced ECR f rom the T rue V alue
T rue V alue of ECR
(11)

Accuracy of ECR Formation

Further, we evaluate the accuracy of CC and ECR over
200 experiments. During the experiments, we found
that for 90% accurately available context information
of the museum ubiquitous visitors, with their multiple
combinations, the accuracy of CC varies from 0.69 to
0.89, whereas the accuracy of ECR varies from 0.77 to
0.95 as shown in Figure 11. The higher accuracy of
ECR is observed, as the proposed approach exploits the
combinations interdependencies, which proportionally
mitigates the effect of a lower percentage of the
inaccurately available CC of the museum ubiquitous
visitors with the other accurately available CC with
their multiple combinations. The accuracy of ECR
formation is higher as long as the number of reference
structures of multiple combinations of accurately
available CC will be higher in comparison to others.
90% Accurately Available CC
70% Accurately Available CC
30% Accurately Available CC

1

9. Conclusion and Future Work
The formation of Essential Context-derived Reasons
from context information of museum ubiquitous
visitors is presented to provide the required exhibit
information museum services to the ubiquitous visitors.
The context information of the museum ubiquitous
visitors is acquired and processed with multiple
combinations to formulate CC which further leads
to ECR. ECR provides an accurate understanding of
museum ubiquitous visitor’s requirements and further
used to provide exhibit information museum services
to the visitors. We conducted simulation with relevant
context information parameters and their percentage
accuracy of acquisition and evaluates the accuracy
of ECR. Over 200 experiments, we found that for
90% context information available with high accuracy,
the accuracy of CC ranges from 0.69 to 0.89, and
the accuracy of ECR ranges from 0.77 to 0.95. The
simulation results show that the accuracy of ECR
increases with the increase in reference structures
of multiple combinations of the accurately available
context information of the museum ubiquitous visitors,
which further enables to provide required exhibit
information museum services to the visitors. In the
future, we consider the Interests of the museum
ubiquitous visitors to provide personalized services to
enhance the individual service experience.
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